
Evaluate your current marketing strategy if any.

Suggest improvements in different marketing areas.

Discover new ways to attract new customers and engage with existing ones.

Identify the appropriate marketing mix to get your message out to the target market.

Provide unique digital marketing best practices that will help enhancing your marketing

performance.

Find untapped potential and unlocking digital marketing opportunities.

Develop a data-driven marketing vision.

The digital marketing landscape is vast and complex. And for many businesses, it isn’t easy
to know where sustainable marketing growth will originate without a clear vision and road
map.

With a strong understanding of the key attributes that define digitally-enabled businesses;
I will help you identify areas of relative strengths, opportunities for development in your
business’s marketing strategy, and give you plenty of ideas to ignite your marketing going
forward.

Digital Marketing Consultancy
Empowering Your Business with Explicit Consultancy

Through the Digital Marketing Consultation
Process, I will Help You

With the advantage of having an objective and integrated point of view, I will hear
out all of your ideas, suggestions, and perspectives, build a consensus based on
what’s best for the business, and provide thought leadership and perspective for
adoption where appropriate.
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Since we are living in a dynamic and digital world, and taking into consideration the current
health and safety concerns; all of my services can be provided and fully managed online and
remotely, with the ability to work alongside your in-house team as a partner or individually,
in order to achieve your business goals, whatever the finish line looks like for you.

Extra Convenience with Online and Remotely Managed Services

+962-79-582-3563

hello@mardigitalmktg.com

www.mardigitalmktg.com

Digital Marketing Research.
Digital Marketing Strategy.
Search Engine Marketing (SEM).
Social Media Marketing.
Inbound Marketing.
Content Marketing.

The Integrated Digital Marketing Solutions Incorporate: 

Integrated Digital Marketing Solutions for Ultimate Efficiency 

While I offer Digital Marketing Consultancy as a stand-alone service, I also provide it as a
component of Integrated Digital Marketing Solutions, to ensure that your business is covering
all the digital marketing basis, seizing all growth opportunities, and getting the best results.

Google Ads
Professional Certified

HubSpot Inbound
Marketing Certified
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